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BRING SAVVY CYBER KIDS  
TO YOUR SCHOOL: CYBER SAFETY & 
ETHICS PROGRAMMING
The Savvy Cyber Kids Cyber Ethics Programs gives children the “modern street smarts” that are required 
for digital safety – engaging with them on what they are experiencing and empowering them to be safe 
by making appropriate decisions in the online world. The Savvy Cyber Kids Cyber Ethics Programs offers 
schools and communities a multi-age platform of customizable and interactive engagements that speak 
directly to younger children, pre-teens, teenagers, parents and educators.

PRESCHOOL THROUGH FIRST GRADE:
INTRODUCING CYBER SAFETY AND THE SAVVY CYBER KIDS SUPER HEROES
Preferred session length: 45 minutes – 1 hour 

In this introduction to safety in the virtual world, the 
program follows the content of The Savvy Cyber Kids 
at Home Book Series, leading to discussions about 
private information, cyber strangers, bullying on the 
playground and online, and screen time balance. 
An art project allows each child to create their 
own super hero identity to use online to keep their 
information private. Alternative projects, based on 
age and time, include designing super hero-themed 
capes, coloring pages and more. The Visiting Author 
Program features author, Ben Halpert reading from 
one or more selections from The Savvy Cyber Kids at 
Home Book Series.

2ND THROUGH 4TH GRADE:
TECHNOLOGY, PRIVACY & YOU
Preferred session length: 45 minutes – 1 hour 

This program delves into the concepts of information and privacy, exploring why they are important and 
how they can keep you safe in the cyber world. Most relevantly, the program continues to explore the 
concept of a cyber stranger and encourages children to see anyone they interact with online—unless they 
are family or a real-world friend—as a stranger who should always be treated as a stranger.

THE NEXT STEP –
HOW TO STAY AWARE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ISSUES THAT WILL KEEP YOUR CHILD SAFE
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5TH THROUGH 8TH GRADE:
THINK BEFORE YOU CONNECT
Preferred session length: 45 minutes – 1 hour with students split by gender

A discussion centered on relevant, modern parables from the cyber world encourages the students to 
use respect and empathy with online interactions. The program reinforces the need to always question 
what they see online and seek adult advice to assess the authenticity and safeness of what they are 
experiencing. The program illustrates to the students how to take charge of their online privacy and 
image, from setting social media platforms to private, understanding the limitations of privacy settings, 
recognizing the need for appropriate online behaviors, to how to respond to negative interactions 
online—with persistent strangers or cyber bullies, and the permanence of their online identify and its 
impact on obtaining an internship, getting into a college and getting a job.

9TH THROUGH 12TH GRADE:
REAL VS. VIRTUAL YOU
Preferred session length: 45 minutes – 1 hour with students split by gender

High school students explore how they are the curators of their own online identities—that every selfie, 
every post and every comment shapes how others view them and becomes a resume from which they 
are judged in the short-term and well-beyond. The students dissect the false concept of online privacy, 
examining the technologies behind what happens when a photo is taken—even if not posted—and how 
that image is never truly private or secure. This program directly addresses the dangers of the virtual 
world, via Savvy Cyber Kid’s “Social Media Algebra” that explicitly shows the vulnerability of young people 
connecting with strangers online and the seemingly harmless ways predators target young victims. Real-
world examples speak directly to the dangers of typical teen online behavior and encourage the students 
to use the critical thinking skills they apply in their academics to their experiences in the virtual world.
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PARENT: 
DIGITAL NATIVE OR DIGITAL NAÏVE?
Preferred session length: 1.5 hours 

Children are oftentimes unsupervised and unprepared to play safely on the digital playground—where 
they can very easily make bad and potentially dangerous decisions. The student programs are enhanced 
when paired with a parent presentation, ensuring that the technology conversation continues both after 
the presentation and for years to come. At home, parents can further emphasize the need for privacy and 
the principles of Cyber Ethics, including the need to thoughtfully maintain a positive online persona and 
apply appropriateness and empathy to virtual decision-making.

EDUCATOR: 
TEACHING WITH TECHNOLOGY
Preferred session length: Varies based on needs

This workshop examines the best uses of technology in schools, exploring the relevance of its presence 
in the classroom. By gaining a deeper understanding of the current technologies used by kids—from 
social media platforms, texting and video apps and microblogging websites, to so-called anonymous apps 
and dating apps, teachers are better equipped to positively influence student technology habits outside 
the classroom. Teaching with Technology emphasizes the importance of parents and teachers jointly 
recognizing the pervasive impact of technology in the lives of today’s kids and provides the teachers with 
tools and strategies to make technology a positive force and to assist parents with learning how to talk to 
their children about technology.

BRING SAVVY CYBER KIDS TO YOUR SCHOOL
For more information and to submit a request to bring Savvy Cyber Kids to your school, visit: 
https://savvycyberkids.org/resources/cyber-ethics-consulting-and-workshops/.
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EDUCATE OUR YOUNGEST  
DIGITAL CITIZENS WITH THE  
SAVVY CYBER KIDS BOOK SERIES 
The introduction of online safety and privacy, and 
other aspects of cyber safety and cyber ethics, 
must begin at a young age so that children build 
lifelong habits for staying safe and secure. Savvy 
Cyber Kids provides children with the knowledge 
base to make better decisions through the use of 
traditional, age-appropriate educational materials 
that instill safety awareness well before children 
ever go online. Bring home an award-winning 
children’s picture book series, The Savvy Cyber Kids 
at Home for children ages 3-7 years old. 

BOOK 1:
The Savvy Cyber Kids at Home: The Family Gets a Computer teaches the concepts of what computing 
devices are, what you can do with them, online safety and privacy (currently available in Spanish, French, 
German, and English). 

ISBN-13: 978-0982796825. Purchase at Amazon.com: https://amzn.to/2tAUSYN

BOOK 2:
The Savvy Cyber Kids at Home: The Defeat of the Cyber Bully teaches our children how to  
appropriately respond to a cyber bully, a bully at school, and a bully on the playground. 

ISBN-13: 978-0982796832. Purchase at Amazon.com: https://amzn.to/2N33Kyo

BOOK 3:
The Savvy Cyber Kids at Home: Adventures Beyond the Screen helps kids discover meaningful ways to 
have fun without technology. 

ISBN-13: 978-0982796818. Purchase at Amazon.com: https://amzn.to/2twB6Og

BOOKS AVAILABLE IN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES
Spanish (ISBN-13: 978-1490939988): https://amzn.to/2txk6qY 
French (ISBN-13: 978-1482693270): https://amzn.to/2KesohR 
German (ISBN-13: 978-1484167090): https://amzn.to/2KqO7PF
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STAY UP TO DATE WITH  
SAVVY CYBER KIDS RESOURCES 

SIGN UP FOR FREE RESOURCES 
FOR TEACHERS & EDUCATORS, 
PARENTS & STUDENTS OR 
GRANDPARENTS
Free resources on SavvyCyberKids.org including the ongoing 
Digital Parenting Series Parent’s Guide to Technology, monthly 
blog articles on current cyber safety and cyber ethics issues, 
lesson plans and activity sheets for educators.  
Sign up at: savvycyberkids.org/resources/free-resources

Read our latest blogs at: savvycyberkids.org/blog

SIGN UP FOR THE SAVVY CYBER 
KIDS NEWS FEED: 
We have searched the headlines for the news that matters to 
Savvy Cyber Kids. Seen with a cyber safety and cyber ethics lens, 
these clippings keep us abreast of when technology is used for 
bad—to inspire us to be aware and make necessary changes in 
our homes and at our schools. Conversely, when technology is 
used for good, let’s read all about it, celebrate the successes and 
bring these lessons home.

Sign up at:  
savvycyberkids.org/resources/savvy-cyber-kids-news-feed

GET SAVVY CYBER KIDS  
WEBCOM COVERS AND HELP 
PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY!
Mark Zuckerberg and the FBI director cover their webcams, 
so should you! Anyone can remotely control your 
computer and webcam without you knowing.

Purchase at Amazon.com: https://amzn.to/2h3Yr3G
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WRITE YOUR OWN  
DIGITAL BILL OF RIGHTS
Help your children develop their own personal rules 
for technology use, articulating boundaries that will 
keep them safe while still allowing them to curate a 
positive digital reputation as they explore, learn, share 
and play online. 

Visit: savvycyberkids.org/resources/digital-bill-of-rights

HOST SAVVY CYBER KIDS  
IN YOUR HOME WITH 
CYBER SALONS
Cyber Salons are an opportunity to bring Savvy Cyber 
Kids into your home for small group workshops with up 
to eight families. The Cyber Salon delves into how parents can positively shape a child’s experience with 
technology, from recognizing what a child experiences in the virtual world and meeting those needs real-
time to role-modeling socially appropriate uses of technology. Each two-hour session will explore a wide 
ranging landscape of cyber ethic issues—from security, privacy, digital strangers, bullying and screen-time 
balance to technology addiction, sexting, digital reputation, body and self-image, alongside addressing 
specific family and community concerns.

For more information, visit: savvycyberkids.org/workshops/cyber-salons
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Savvy Cyber Kids (SCK), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization whose 

mission is to enable youth, families and school communities to be 

powered by technology, recognizes that children may be Digital Natives 

but are also Digital Naives, who, without intervention, completely lack 

an understanding of the implications of their digital actions. Founded in 

2007 by Internet security expert, noted speaker and author Ben Halpert, 

Savvy Cyber Kids provides resources for parents and teachers to 

educate children as they grow up in a world surrounded by technology 

by teaching cyber safety and cyber ethics concepts.
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